Superior Products Summary
Oil-Flo™ Safety Solvent Cleaner – “The Original Since 1984” – This tar and asphalt
remover bonds to the problem, then bonds 100% to water and rinses away clean. Ideal for cleaning
tools, trucks, tanks, spills and more. Oil-Flo is the only tar and asphalt remover that works on both
asphalt grade and coal tar derivatives. Dissolves grease, oil, sealer, roofing tar, cosmoline, and more.
Dissolves organic stains too: Adhesives, gum, candle wax, silicone, caulk, roofing tar, oil, and more;
great for removing graffiti. Oil-Flo is safe to use on concrete, metals, tools, machinery, cars, trucks,
boats, tanks, carpets, glass, vinyl, upholstery, clothing and more. Apply, agitate, and rinse with plain
water. Works fast and saves time on the job; nothing else works like it.

Citri-Flo™ Multi-Purpose Citrus Solvent – This powerful heavy duty citrus cleaner is made
with a natural citrus oil that cuts through the toughest grease, dirt, grime, oils and adhesives.
Instantly breaks the oily bond then rinses away cleanly with water. Apply, agitate, and rinse. Leaves
no residue and is 100% water soluble. Dissolves adhesives of all types. Also dissolves grease, oil,
wax, creosote, soot, resin, chewing gum, crayons, tree pitch, tire marks, lipstick and other difficult
materials. Citrus cleaning power boost with the natural aroma of oranges, it cleans and deodorizes
at the same time. Safe for use on any washable surfaces, vehicles, clothing, tools, etc.

Oil-Flo-141™ Specialty Adhesive Remover – This amazing cleaner quickly dissolves oil,
grease, adhesive, wax, creosote, resin, chewing gum, crayons, tree pitch, tire marks, lipstick and
other difficult materials. Works on all washable surfaces, including carpet, fabrics, concrete, wood,
metal, stone, glass, masonry, and ceramics. 100% water soluble and recommended for many
applications: Flooring adhesive (mastic) removal, carpet cleaning, glue removal, food prep
cleaning, label removal, fire damage cleanup (soot), auto detailing, roofing tar removal, hydraulic
spills, upholstery and more. Works fast to save time on the job, and it leaves no residue behind.
USDA approved.

Cleanup Solvent-22™ – Replaces chlorinated and hazardous solvents that cause accidents and
injury. CS-22 dries quickly, doesn’t need a water rinse and has a wide range of uses. CS-22 is ideal
for cleaning counters, glass, carpets, floors, garages, metal, plastic, vehicles and more. Wipe on and
wipe off. Removes oils, chewing gum, tar, tree pitch and adhesives from any surface. Removes black
scuff marks from wood or vinyl floors and baseboards; removes tire marks from concrete, and much
more. Dries clean with no residue. Non-oily, pleasant fragrance, non-flammable and biodegradable.
Safe for the user and the environment with a toxicity rating of zero. Works fast, dries fast.

Glass Gleam-3™ Window Cleaning Super Concentrate – “It’s Not Soap, It’s
Science” – GG-3 is ideal for cleaning windows with a squeegee. It’s super-concentrated, use only
1/10th of an ounce per gallon of water. Windows look cleaner, no bleed-back, great slip, doesn’t
streak, and produces excellent results. Also great for adding to the windshield washer tank on
vehicles. Won’t harm window tint film and can be used to float it into place. Stays wet on hot or
windy days; no streaking. A professional product that’s economical too. One gallon makes 1,280
gallons of window cleaning solution.

Glass Gleam-4™ Window Cleaning Concentrate – “The Professional’s Choice” –
This powerful window cleaning concentrate is our most popular solution for a reason: It makes
windows sparkle like diamonds and nearly guarantees referrals and return customers. Windows are
left residue-free and sparkle while staying cleaner longer and resisting dirt re-deposition. Highly
concentrated, use only ¼ ounce per gallon of water. Can be used with water-fed poles, squeegees, or
just rinsed from the pane; works great right through the window screens. A polymeric water softener
breaks down minerals for a spot-free rinse. Stays wet on hot or windy days; no streaking. Green
certified product, kind to your hands, and safe for the planet.
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Glass Gleam-Solar™ Solar Panel Cleaning Concentrate – A state-of-the-art
concentrated additive to water specifically designed for cleaning solar panels. Solar panels can be
hot during the day and this cleaner will stay wet in extreme heat or high winds. Contains a
calcium destroying water softener to keep the panel free of minerals and calcium to maintain
photo-voltaic efficiency. Panel glass stays cleaner longer and resists dirt re-deposition. EFT
Certified Green Product. Can be used with water-fed poles, squeegees, or just rinsed away for a
spot-free finish. Contains no phenols, ammonia, abrasives or any harsh chemicals.

Glass Gleam-Glide™ Concentrated Glide Additive – This professional glide additive puts
an end to hardwater drag issues. Glass Gleam-Glide is easy to use, just add 1/10th of an ounce per
gallon, but you can adjust up or down to suit your preference. Whether you’re fanning or pressing,
this additive will eliminate drag and chatter. Makes your squeegee glide over the glass without effort.
Saves you time on the job and won’t make your tools or hands slippery. Easy measure squeeze
dispensing bottle means you get the dilution right every time and never waste a drop.

Cement-Off™ Concrete Dissolver – An environmentally friendly liquid designed for
removing cement, stucco, concrete, and grout from windows, baseboards, vehicles, flooring,
equipment and more. Safe to use on any glass, tile, metal, steel, and plastic surface. Can be used
on any cementitious spill or splatter. Dissolves the OPC element from the cementitious material,
causing it to fall apart. No more scratched glass!

A-1 Hardwater Stain Remover™ – Removes hardwater spots and stains from glass,
ceramic, steel, screens, tiles, and any other hard surface. Contains an engineered abrasive that
greatly speeds cleaning and restoration of glass, metals, porcelain, fiberglass, and tile. Also
restores and shines aluminum, stainless steel, copper, and other metals. A-1 is non-acid and is
safe to use on and around natural stones, shower doors, countertops, etc. Apply, scrub, then rinse.

Hand Cleaner-38A™ Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner – is a heavy-duty hand cleaner
designed for cleaning hands of sealcoat, asphalt, tar, oil, mastic, adhesives, pitch, grease and other
tough stains. Contains ground walnut shells for gentle scrubbing; no harsh pumice. Low pleasant
odor with lanolin to help keep hands soft. Cleans instantly and removes all stains from creases
and fingernails; your hands will never be cleaner.

Titan Green™ Multi-Purpose Cleaner – A super strength concentrated cleaner with
exceptional cleaning ability. It cleans everything washable and produces spectacular results. Dirt,
grease, oil, soot, vegetation and food stains quickly yield to this high-tech water-based cleaner.
Safe to use on all washable surfaces, including painted parts, walls, floors, machinery, carpets,
equipment, vehicles, upholstery, clothing, counters, appliances, walkways, masonry, windows, or
any washable surface. It comes as a concentrate to mix with water, so you decide the dilution
ratio from Light, Medium, to Heavy-Duty Strength.
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